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Objective

Assignment number one is about introducing one self and work to the tutor. 

The objective is to take a person and create five to seven portraits, differing in style 

and time.

I chose my friend and colleague Johan Niklasson as a model, mostly because we 

have worked together in both photography and internal medicine. We call each other 

inspiration to one another.

My thoughts were that I wanted to have someone who trusts me and is used to 

having a camera around and has the patience when testing different styles.
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Clamshell

One of our first portraits for this assignment. We were in the photo studio of the local 

hospital where Johan works. 

After we had read about studio lighting and had “played” a lot earlier we decided to 

have a go on the clamshell lighting, meaning a light from above the camera 

downwards on his face and a reflector under the frame reflecting the light up to not 

get as dark shadows as you normally would expect. You still can see the catch lights 

in his eyes. 

Editing was cropping the picture to the format it has now, wanting to have the eyes at 

about one third from the top and him a little off centred.

Editing was done in Lightroom 4.2, adding a little vignette, raising contrast and 

correcting exposure levels. As it was shot in RAW even increase of sharpness.

Thereafter slight whitening of the teeth

I like this portrait but I might have cropped it differently and had some adjustments of 

the lighting. It was difficult to get the light how I wanted to have it. Bigger light source 

(softbox, e.g.) would give better light than just the light reflected from a white 

umbrella..

A hairlight might have given some extra on his right hand side but I am not sure 

about it.

As his jumper is black I thought it ok to be totally black and not retaining details. I 

thought about getting rid of the blemishes in his face but decided against that.

I think that the outcome is ok but I need definitely more time in the studio and learn to 

see the light better.
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Studio II

This time we were in Johans garage which now had become his own studio with two 

flashes and several lightmodifiers. As the light outside got darker and darker we went 

inside to shoot some pictures there. As you have seen in the blog was some 

experimenting done with several light sources.

As light modifiers were something new to me, at least in real life I started to 

experiment with them. A snoot was the main light for his face from up left and a 

softbox on the wall behind him to get some idea of the background and make him 

stand out from the darkness.

Editing again in Lightroom included cropping, adjustment of contrast and exposure.

As the lighting is supposed to be a little dramatic did't I use a flash or reflector from 

the right hand side but was happy that the light on the wall separated him from it. I 

had the same reason when not lightening the shadows on his jumper but adding 

some vignette to the whole picture to get more focus on his face.

I am happy with the picture but when looking at it now I might have increased the 

light on the jumper to not just get a black area or at least an area that seems to be 

black. Looking at it in bigger format you still can see detail in the jumper but not 

enough when just looking at a smaller version or when just scanning over the picture.
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German magazines 

We were at two huge barns that are located in Luleå, near the waterfront where the 

Germans had supplies during World War II. It now is used partly as a garage for the 

local train-museum but one of them is open to public and the spaces between the 

wallpanels in combination with the sun gave some nice light structures. 

Johan and I were there to explore that a little when I saw this picture and asked him 

to sit a little longer to get a good portrait of him, this time a picture in location.

Light on his face and almost sitting in a spotlight was everything that was needed for 

a good picture I think.

Editing was as usual done in Lightroom with cropping, increase of contrast, little 

adjustment of exposure and in this case even a little warmer touch by increasing the 

white balance.

One of my all time favourite pictures of Johan. 

Nothing that I can think of to make it better but interested in tutors reflections about it.

I think that there are many opportunities such as this one and I just go past by them 

without seeing them.

That should be something to train.
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Concrete factory

This picture was taken while doing some reconnaissance on places to shoot at. 

Johan was standing between two towers of the factory in the shades in front of some 

graffiti. I cleaned some of the plants growing there but left one to get something else 

in the picture. Now, after having edited the picture I am not so sure about it.

No extra lighting.

Editing in Lightroom ,slight vignette, increase in contrast, sharpening, and adjustment 

of exposure.

I was wondering earlier why his face was so bright in comparison to his body but the 

only explanation I came up with was that neither jumper or coat is specially reflecting 

and that the I lowered shadows and blacks more than I brightened up the picture in 

general.

I like the picture, might have been better without the branch in front of him. I like his 

pose and expression.

Maybe I should have chosen a slight brighter version 
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In the church village

As we went on a photo-expedition I asked Johan to sit on one the porches in front of 

a house in the church village, Gammelstad, near Luleå.

It was a sunny day but cold. Because of the light I asked him to turn in such a way 

that the light did not shine in his face directly, more lighting his right hand side.

The light on his left hand side was “provided” by a white wall close by. As an 

alternative a flash or reflector might have come in hand but that way he face is not 

overly uneven lit.

Editing included a black and white conversion, strong vignette that fitted to the feeling 

that I wanted to have in the picture. Adjustment of blacks, shadows, whites and 

highlights and adding more contrast.

As the coat was of no special interest I did not try to get back any details.

I think it would have been good to have some light source on the right hand side of 

the picture to light up his face a little. 

When looking at my pictures, maybe this one in particular, I realize that I use vignette 

and high contrast very frequently. Although that style represents me and my taste I 

think it would be good to have several styles to choose from.

I as well realize that I am not comfortable in shooting whole body shots. I have 

difficulties in directing different poses that don't look stupid or artificial. Fashionshots 

or rather said fashionposes are definitely nothing that I am interested in.
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In the woods

We were following a small river on a photographic safari together with a friend of ours 

when I shot this portrait of Johan. Very spontaneous but it became a good picture 

with the trees acting as a big diffuser, giving a very soft light.

Editing was done in Nik Silver Efex Pro, adding Kodak TriX 400 grain, some vignette 

and as far I remember not that much more.

No cropping was needed as I liked the positioning of Johan in the frame according to 

the rule of thirds, looking to his right where there is room in the frame so that the eye 

of the beholder can follow it.

I really like that picture, a lucky shot one might say. Before editing it looked kind of 

blank and boring but editing gave the right “punch” to it.

Right now I don't see how I would like to change the picture.
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Where do I need to strengthen my skills?

In my opinion there is still a lot to do. I am good at seeing situations and using 

ambient light and with help of editing get good results in my pictures.

On the other hand I have to work on a “check list” in my head that I get less 

depended on what I find but that I can give better structure to my photo sessions.

I think I have a good feeling for locations but need to strengthen my directing-skills 

giving the model better orders what to do and finally to be able to imagine the picture 

in my head before the shoot and work towards it with model, light and so on in stead 

of “doing the best of the situation”. There are certainly advantages with having the 

ability but being able to structure and plan ahead gives extra security to later 

assignments.

The possible best way of doing that is practice, practice and practice till I am getting 

used to that. Possible model can be found at model-sites in Sweden, even if there 

are not that many in our part of the land. 

Feedback can be gotten via tutor and/or friends that are interested in photography 

and enough critical. My wife is probably a very good candidate.

Besides that I think I need more time with artificial light, either in the studio or with 

portable flashes/lights. That will be achieved together with Johan who is very keen on 

testing that.
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